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LEAFY SPURGE 
Euphorbia esula 

BY REX WARREN AND VIRGIL FREED* 

I EAFY SPURGE is not a common weed in Oregon. It is found 
Lin southern Oregon, sections of central Oregon and some spots 
in eastern Oregon. Reproduction of this perennial weed is by seed 
and creeping roots. The weed is a medium-tall growing plant, com
monly reaching a height of 1 to 3 feet. Growth is generally found in 
dense patches. The stems are erect, commonly simple or somewhat 
branched. Leaves are narrow, lance-like; 1/ 6 to 1/ 2 inch wide, ap
proximately 1½ to 4 inches long; and are irregular, disposed along the 
stem . They taper toward the base but are stemless, smooth and slightly 
bluish green in color . The umbrella shaped flower terminates the 
stem and just below is a whorl of leaves somewhat broader than the 
other leaves. Each branch of the flower cluster forks, bearing a flower 
on each. Each of these flowers may refork into two more and con
tinue until there are a dozen or more branchlets extended beyond 
the first flower cluster. The individual flower is enclosed in five 
bracts and between these bracts are four crescent or shield-shaped 
glands that bear what appear to be brownish horns. The yellowish
green flowers are inconspicuous, but upon coming into full bloom, 
the entire flower, including the bracts, turns a rather bright yellow. 
This yellowing, combined with the fact that leafy spurge grows in 
dense clumps or patches, makes the weed stand out against other 
vegetation so that it can be seen at a considerable distance. \Vhen 
broken, the plant discharges a milky, sticky sap which, because of its 
disagreeable taste, makes the plant unpalatable .to livestock. 

The light gray or purplish seeds are oblong to wedge-shaped 
about¼ inch long, have a shiny appearance, and can be crushed easily. 
They are produced in small three-division pods, which when IIJature 
in late summer .pop open and throw the seeds as far as 15 £eet. 
Because of this tendency to shatter when mature the ripe seeds are 
seldom found in grain, alfalfa, or clover seed . The seeds are nearly 
all fertile, and most plants are heavy seed producers. 

The plant forms a dense underground root system and chokes 
out practically all other plant growth. The main creeping roots are 
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woody and tough and often grow as large as ½ inch in diameter. The 
roots have been found to a depth of 15 feet. They are common 9-t 8 
to 12 foot depths. Numerous shoots are formed on the creeping roots 
sometimes to a depth of 20 inches or more. The latera l roots are 
usually from 6 inches to 12 inches deep . If the top growth is mowed 
off, new shoots are quickly sent up from large pink buds on the 
roots, and new buds are formed. Pieces of creeping roots -½ inch 
long will produce a new plant if conditions are right for growth. 
One shou ld never cultivate through patches as this scatters the weed. 
The roots as well as the tops have a milky sap that sticks to plow
shares or other implements. 

As a rule, patches spread more slowly than patches of morning
glory or Canada thistle. The plant has very little forage value; while 
sheep will eat the new shoots in the early spring, cattle and horses do 
not seem to like it at any time. 

Oregon Seed Law 
It is illegal to sell small seeds 

in Oregon if they contain any 
seeds of leafy spurge. 

Control 
The best control of small 

patches is by chemicals. Sodium 
chlorate applied as either a spray 
or dry is effective. It should be 
applied at the rate of 4 to 6 
pounds to the squar e rod. If all 
the plants are not killed by the 
first application, a second applica
tion of about 2 pounds to the 
square rod should be made. 
When used in the spray form, 1 
pound of chemical is dissolved in 
one gallon of water. Either spray 
or dry applications should be put 
on in the fall. If sprayed on, the 
chlorates develop into a serious 
fire hazard as soon as they dry. 
Spray operators should wash 
clothing and footwear carefully 
after spraying. Individual plant of leafy spurge . 
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Soil Fumigants 

Soil fumigants are effective for the control of all deep rooted 
perennial plants . Carbon bisulfide and chlorinated propanes and pro
penes, commonly called prochlors, when properly used, are effective 
eradicators of leafy spurge. The fumigants give best results when 
applied after the soil has been worked, similar to preparing a seed
bed. The moisture content of the soil should be about the same as 
needed for seed germination. Prochlors are applied at 400 to 600 
pounds per acre (¾ to 1 teaspoon per injection at 12-inch spacing). 
Carbon bisulfide is used at 2,400 pounds per acre (2 ounces per 
injection spaced 18 inches apart). The injection holes should be 
tramped shut after treatment. When power equipment is used for 
application, a field roller will close the injection holes . 

2,4-D and similar hormone chemicals have not been effective in 
the control of leafy spurge. 

Cultivation and Smother Cropping 
Cultivation followed by smother crops has been effective. With 

this method, the inf ested field should be plowed in the early spring 
and cultivated throughout the summer with sweep type cultivators. 
The field should be recultivated whenever the leafy spurge plants 
have 8 to 10 days regrowth. In the early fall, the field should be 
seeded to an adapted crop. Seeding rates should be increased about 
5(,) per cent. The crop should receive 30 to 40 pounds of nitrogen at 
seeding time . The seeded crop should be harvested for silage or hay 
the following summer. After the crop is removed, the field should 
be plowed and reworked similar to the previous season. The field 
should be planted to a fall crop the second season. This crop can 
be used for hay, silage, or grain. Two seasons of cultivation and 
smother cropping should eradicate leafy spurge. 

With any treatment be sure to kill the last plant or regrowth will 
appear and soon cover the entire area again. 


